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Scientific research questions 

Sample environment for serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) is different from conventional 

crystallography. Fresh sample needs to be provided constantly with constant speed matching the 

beam pulse rate. Especially membrane proteins are tricky here, thus one of the methods uses high 

viscous media and a special extruder (HVE). The advantages of this sample injection are direct use of 

membrane protein crystals formed in LCP (lipid cubic phase) and low sample consumption compared 

with liquid jet injection. The method is not exclusive for membrane proteins. Protein crystals formed 

in aqueous condition can be embedded in viscous media (LCP, grease, agarose, cellulose, and so on) 

for HVE injection to minimize sample consumption. Numerous studies investigated novel viscous 

media compatible to protein crystals, however, a systematic study to examine the relation between 

viscosity and injectability is missing so far. 

Experimental approach 

The injection tests of HVE with already-known and new materials will be performed with/without 

protein crystals. The injectability of materials will be systemically compared to their rheological 

properties. We anticipate finding relationship between them. This will help estimating the jetting 

behaviour of new samples. 

Tasks of the intern 

We expect the intern to learn and perform HVE injection along with rheological property 

measurement, and to collect and save data in an organized manner. As these tasks require usage 

equipment in the lab, the work should be performed on site in Schenefeld, Germany. 
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General information about the work group, the university and the region 

European XFEL GmbH in a European research facility delivering extremely intense and short X-ray 

pulses to international users. It operates a 3.4km long free-electron laser in an underground tunnel 

system starting from DESY in Hamburg. Experiments are performed in the main quarter in the city of 

Schenefeld (Germany) close to Hamburg. The Sample Environment & Characterization group 

develops and performs sample preparation, characterization, and delivery for the unique pulse 

structure of the European XFEL and for the diverse requirements of user experiments.  

Eligibility and qualification of the applicant.  

The candidate is required to study chemistry, biochemistry, or relative fields from HALOS region, and 

to have good organizational and communication skills.  

Availability of scholarship 

A scholarship for the student will be provided by BWFGB/Hamburg. It includes a stipend of 125 EUR 

per week and a lump sum travel allowance of 150 EUR.  

 


